The accuracy of deep learning (e.g., convolutional neural networks) for an image classification task critically relies on the amount of labeled training data. Aiming to solve an image classification task on a new domain that lacks labeled data but gains access to cheaply available unlabeled data, unsupervised domain adaptation is a promising technique to boost the performance without incurring extra labeling cost, by assuming images from different domains share some invariant characteristics. In this paper, we propose a new unsupervised domain adaptation method named Domain-Adversarial ResidualTransfer (DART) learning of Deep Neural Networks to tackle cross-domain image classification tasks. In contrast to the existing unsupervised domain adaption approaches, the proposed DART * Corresponding author.
Introduction
Recent years have witnessed remarkable successes of deep learning methods, especially the Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), for various image classification and visual recognition tasks in multimedia and computer vision domains. The successes of deep neural networks for image classification tasks critically rely on large amounts of labeled data, usually leading to networks with millions of parameters [Lin et al., 2014 , Russakovsky et al., 2015 . In practice, when solving an image categorization task in a new domain, collecting a large amount of labeled data is often difficult or very expensive, yet a large amount of unlabeled data is cheaply available. How to leverage the rich amount of unlabeled data in the target domain and to resort to an existing classification task from a source domain has become an important research topic, which is often known as unsupervised domain adaption or transfer learning [Pan and Yang, 2010 , Pan et al., 2017 , Wang and Deng, 2018 . The goal of this work is to explore new unsupervised domain adaption techniques for cross-domain image classification tasks.
Unsupervised domain adaptation has been actively studied in literature. One of the dominating approaches seeks to bridge source domain and target domain through learning a domain-invariant representation, and then training an adaptive classifier on the target domain by exploiting knowledge from the source domain. Following such kind of principle, several previous works have proposed to learn transferable features with deep neural networks [Long et al., 2015 , Long et al., 2016 , Zhuo et al., 2017 , by minimizing a distance metric of domain discrepancy, such as Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) [Gretton et al., 2006] . Recently, inspired by Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [Goodfellow et al., 2014 ], a surge of emerging studies proposed to apply adversarial learning for unsupervised domain adaptation [Tzeng et al., 2017 , Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015 , Liu and Tuzel, 2016 , Liu et al., 2017 , Taigman et al., 2016 , Bousmalis et al., 2016 , Ganin et al., 2016 , validating the advantages of adversarial learning over traditional approaches in minimizing domain discrepancy and obtained new state-of-the-art results on benchmark datasets for unsupervised domain adaptation.
Among the emerging GAN-inspired approaches, DANN [Ganin et al., 2016] represents an important milestone. Based on the common low-dimensional features shared by both source and target domains, DANN introduces a domain classifier borrowing the idea from GAN to help learn transferable features. The domain classifier and the feature representation learner are trained adversarially, where the former strives to discriminate the source domain from the target domain, while the latter tries to learn domain indistinguishable features from both domains. Then a label classifier is deployed to predict the labels of samples from both domains with the learned domain-invariant features.
Despite the success of DANN, it has two major limitations. First, it assumes that the image class label classifier of the source domain can be directly applied to the target domain. However, in practice there could be some small shifts across the label classifiers in two domains, since the image classification tasks on both two domains can be quite different. An intuitive example is illustrated in the first column of Figure 1 , where the source classifier fails to correctly classify data from the target domain. Second, the label information of labeled training data in the source domain is not exploited when learning the domain-invariant features. In other words, minimizing the discrepancy of marginal distributions (i.e., without exploiting label information) may only lead to some restrictive representations lacking strong class discriminative ability.
In this paper, we propose a new unsupervised domain adaptation approach named Domain-Adversarial Residual-Transfer (DART) learning for training Deep Neural Networks to tackle cross-domain image classification tasks. Specifically, the proposed DART architecture consists of three key components: image feature extractors, image label classifiers, and a domain classifier, which will be discussed in detail in Section 2. DART inherits all the advantages of DANN-based network architectures for domain-adversarial learning, but makes the following two important improvements.
First, in order to model the shifts across the label classifiers in different domains, we introduce a perturbation function across the label classifiers, and insert the ResNet [He et al., 2016] into the source label classifier to learn the perturbation function, since ResNet has demonstrated superior advantages in modelling the perturbation via a shortcut connection as shown in [Long et al., 2016] . With the learned perturbation function, the label classifier could be more robust and accurate. An intuitive illustration is shown in Figure 1 , where the target classifier with the perturbation function correctly classifies image samples from the target domain.
Source Classifier
Target Classifier Perturbation Function Figure 1 : A well-trained source classifier may fail to classify images in the target domain correctly. By adding a perturbation function, the target classifier corrects the mistakes made by the source classifier on the target domain. Here the red dots and green triangles denote image samples from the target domain.
Second, to learn representations that are more discriminative and robust, we exploit the joint distributions of image features and class labels to align the source domain and the target domain. Specifically, our model is established based on a relaxed but more general assumption in that the joint distribution of both image data and class labels in the source domain is different from that joint distribution in the target domain. Therefore, our model seeks to reduce their joint discrepancy when learning the common feature space. Notice that class labels in the target domain are replaced by pseudo labels predicted by existing classifiers since these labels are unavailable during training in unsupervised domain adaption. Instead of minimizing the discrepancy on marginal distributions, minimizing the joint discrepancy learns more discriminative domain-invariant features, as the joint distributions leverage the additional label information. We further regularize the model by minimizing the entropy of the predicted labels of the target domain, which ensures classification predictions from the target classifier stay away from low-density regions.
As a summary, this work makes the following major contributions:
1. Our work incorporates the learning of the perturbation function across label classifiers into the adversarial transfer network. This makes the transfer learning more adaptable to real-world image domain adaptation tasks. 2. Our work focuses on minimizing the discrepancy of the joint distributions of both image samples and class labels in the adversarial learning scheme, thus is able to yield domain-invariant features which are more discriminative . 3. We conduct extensive evaluation of cross-domain image classification on several benchmarks, in which DART clearly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods on most cases.
2 Cross-Domain Image Classification 2.1 Problem Setting 
We consider a cross-domain image classification task by following a common setting of unsupervised domain adaption. Specifically, consider a collection of N s image samples and class labels from a source domain
, and N t unlabeled image samples from a target domain
. The goal of unsupervised cross-domain image classification is to adapt a classifier trained using only labeled data from the source domain and unlabeled data from the target domain, such that the domain-adaptive classifier can correctly predict the labels y t of images from the target domain.
It is important to note that a major challenge of this problem is the absence of labeled data in the target domain, making it different and much more challenging from many existing supervised transfer learning problems. Another key challenge of unsupervised domain adaption is that the source image classifier trained on the source domain D s cannot be directly applied to solve the image classification tasks in the target domain D t , because the image data between the source domain and the target domain can have large discrepancy, and their joint and marginal distributions are different, i.e. p(
, where y t is the true underlying target class labels.
Overview of Proposed DART
To minimize the discrepancy of the source domain and the target domain effectively, we propose the Domain-Adversarial Residual-Transfer learning (DART) of training Deep Neural Networks for unsupervised domain adaptation, as shown in Figure 2 . The proposed DART method is based on two assumptions.
First of all, DART assumes the joint distributions of labels and high-level features of data should be similar. The high-level features are extracted by a feature extractor G f (·) parameterized by θ f . Then a Kronecker product is applied on high-level features and the label information to obtain joint representations. Finally, these joint representations are collectively embedded into a domain classifier
t represents the predicted label. Second, DART assumes the label classifier for the target domain differs from that of the source domain, and the difference between the two classifiers can be modeled by the following
where is a perturbation function across the source label classifier G s (·) and the target label classifier G t (·). In order to learn the perturbation function, one way is to introduce residual layers [He et al., 2016] parameterized by θ r by inserting into the source label classifier. Note that the predicted labels areŷ t = G t (G f (x t )). In the following sections, we introduce each module in detail.
Domain Adversarial Training for Joint Distribution
Minimizing the domain discrepancy is crucial in learning domain-invariant features. A number of previous work seek to minimize over a metric, i.e., MMD [Gretton et al., 2006] . These methods have been proved experimentally effective, however, they suffer from large amount of hyper-parameters and thereon difficulty in training. A more elegant way is to operate on the architecture of the neural network. DANN [Ganin et al., 2016 ] is a representative work in which domain discrepancy is reduced in an adversarial way, leading to an easier and faster training process.
Inspired by DANN, we devise an adversarial transfer network to collectively distinguish the joint distribution
. Specifically, for each domain, we fuse the high-level features from the feature extractor and labels together via a Kronecker product, i.e.
, and then embed them into the domain classifier G d (·) so as to minimize the discrepancy of their joint distributions in an adversarial way. The feature extractor seeks to learn indistinguishable features from the source domain and the target domain, while the domain classifier is trained to discriminate the domain of features correctly. In the domain classifier, we manually label the source domain as d s i = 1, and the target domain as d t i = 0. We introduce the gradient reversal layer (GRL) as proposed in [Ganin et al., 2016] for a more feasible adversarial training scheme. Given a hyper-parameter λ and a function f (v) and , the GRL can be viewed as the function g(f (v); λ) = f (v) with its gradient 
To attain precise domain prediction of joint representations, we define the loss of domain classifier as follows:
Residual Transfer Learning for Label Classifier Perturbation
A key point in transfer learning is to predict labels in the target domain based on the domain-invariant features. A common assumption for label classifiers is that given the domain-invariant features, the conditional distribution of labels are the equal, i.e., p(y t |x t ) = p(y s |x s ). However, this might be insufficient to capture the underlying perturbation of label classifiers across different domains. Hence, we assume p(y t |x t ) = p(y s |x s ) + , and consider the modelling of the perturbation between label classifiers. The residual layers [He et al., 2016] has shown its superior advantages in modelling the perturbation via a shortcut connection in RTN [Long et al., 2016] , and it can be concluded by f s (x; θ r ) = f t (x) + ∆f (x; θ r ), where ∆f (x) is the perturbation function parameterized by θ r and f t (·) is the identity function. Residual layers ensure the output to satisfy |∆f (x)| |f t (x)| ≈ |f s (x)|, as verified in [Long et al., 2016] .
, where σ(·) is the softmax function to give specific predicted probabilities.
For the source label classifier, the loss function can be easily computed as
For the target label classifier, the learned label classifier may fail in fitting the possibilities of ground truth target labels well. To tackle this problem, following [Grandvalet and Bengio, 2004] , we further minimize the entropy of class-conditional distribution p(y
where c represents the number of classes, and p(y
. By minimizing the entropy penalty, the target classifier G t would adjust itself to enlarge the difference of possibilities among the predictions, and thereon predict more indicative labels.
Finally, the overall objective function of our model is
Algorithm 1 
; θ f , t) Obtain source label prediction and target label prediction:
Fuse features and labels with a Kronecker product to represent joint representation: z
Embed joint representation into domain classifier:
Update loss function of domain classifier:
Update loss function of source classifier:
Update loss function of target classifier:
Update overall objective loss function: 
Experiment
We evaluate the proposed DART against several state-of-the-art baselines on unsupervised domain adaptation problems. Codes and datasets will be released.
Datasets and Baselines
USPS ↔ MNIST : MNIST [LeCun et al., 1998 ] contains 60000 training digit images and 10000 test digit images, and USPS [Denker et al., 1988] contains 7291 training images and 2007 test images. For the transfer task from MNIST to USPS, we use the labeled MNIST dataset as the source domain and use unlabeled USPS dataset as the target domain, and vice versa for the transfer task from USPS to MNIST.
Office-31
2 [Saenko et al., 2010 ] is a standard benchmark for unsupervised domain adaptation. It consists of 4652 images and 31 common categories collected from three different domains: Amazon (A) which contains 2817 images from amazon.com, DSLR (D) which contains 498 images from digital SLR camera and Webcam (W) which contains 795 images from the web camera. We evaluate all methods on the following six transfer tasks: [Long et al., 2017 [Long et al., , 2016 .
ImageCLEF-DA
3 is a benchmark dataset for the ImageCLEF 2014 domain adaptation challenge, consisting of three public domains: Caltech-256(C), ImageNet ILSVRC 2012(I), and Pascal VOC 2012(P). Each domain contains 12 categories and each category has 50 images. We also consider all the possible six transfer tasks: I → P, P → I, I → C, C → I, C → P, P → C, as done in [Long et al., 2017] .
For MNIST to USPS and USPS to MNIST, we compare with three recent unsupervised domain adaptation algorithms: CoGAN [Liu and Tuzel, 2016] , pixelDA [Bousmalis et al., 2017] , and UNIT [Liu et al., 2017] . CoGAN and UNIT seek to learn the indistinguishable features from the discriminator. PixelDA is an effective method in unsupervised domain adaptation in which a generator is used to map data from the source domain to the target domain. We choose these GANs-based baselines since it has been illustrated in [Goodfellow et al., 2014] that GANs have more advantages over conventional kernel method (e.g., MMD) on reducing distribution discrepancy of domains.
For Office-31 and ImageCLEF-DA datasets, in order to have a fair comparison with the latest algorithms in unsupervised domain adaptatoin, we choose the same baselines as reported in Joint Adaptation Network (JAN) [Long et al., 2017] . Aside from JAN, other baselines include Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) [Pan et al., 2009] , Geodesic Flow Kernel (GFK) [Gong et al., 2012] , ResNet [He et al., 2016] , Deep Domain Confusion (DDC) , Deep Adaptation Network (DAN) [Long et al., 2015] , Residual Transfer Network (RTN) [Long et al., 2016] , DomainAdversarial Training of Neural Networks (DANN) [Ganin and Lempitsky, 2015] . 
Experiment Setup
Our method is implemented based on Tensorflow. We use the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer and set the learning rate η = η 0 * γ
] , where p is the training step varying from 0 to 30000, set γ to 0.92, and set η 0 ∈ {0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03} for all transfer tasks. We fixed the trade-off regularizer weight α = 0.6 and domain adaptation regularizer weight β = 1.0 in all experiments. In order to suppress noisy signal from the domain classifier at early stages during training, we change the hyper-parameter λ of domain classification using the following schedule: λ = λ 0 * ( 2 1+exp(−γ * q) − 1), where q changes from 0 to 1 during progress, and λ 0 , γ are sensitive to different datasets, as discussed in the following paragraphs. Specifically, for experiments on Office-31 and ImageCLEF-DA datasets, due to the limited data in the source domain, we fine-tune our model using the pre-trained model of Resnet 4 (50 layers) on the Imagenet [Russakovsky et al., 2015] dataset. Following the notation in ResNet, we fix the convolutional layers of conv1, conv2_x, and conv3_x, and fine-tune the rest conv4_x and conv5_x. Then we train the logits layer of ResNet, the label classifiers and the domain classifier from scratch with learning rate 10 times larger than the fine-tuning part. We set γ = 10, and λ 0 ∈ {1.3, 1.5, 1.8, 2.0} for different tasks in Office-31 while λ 0 = 1.0 as a fixed value for tasks in ImageCLEF-DA. This progressive strategy significantly stabilizes parameter sensitivity and eases model selection for DART.
For USPS and MNIST datasets, we replace the Resnet with several CNN layers without fine-tuning. We set λ 0 = 1.0 , and γ = 2.5. Note that for all transfer tasks, we run our method for three times and report the average classification accuracy and the standard error for comparisons.
Results
For MNIST and USPS datasets, the classification results are shown in Table 2 . The reported results of CoGAN, pixelDA, and UNIT are from their corresponding papers [Liu and Tuzel, 2016 , Bousmalis et al., 2017 , Liu et al., 2017 . As can be easily observed, the proposed DART outperforms all baselines on both tasks. Especially on USPS to MNIST, our model improves the accuracy by a large margin, i.e., about 6%, indicating the effectiveness of DART. Similarly, the results on Office-31 and ImageCLEF-DA datasets are shown in Tables 3-4 . We report the results of Resnet, TCA, GFK, DDC, DAN, RTN, DANN and JAN from [Long et al., 2017] , in which all the above algorithms are re-implemented. For the results of Office-31 dataset, the proposed DART exceeds the state of the art results around 1.6% in average accuracy. In particular, on A → D, DART achieves a large margin of improvement, i.e., more than 6.0% over the best baseline.
In terms of ImageCLEF-DA, the results in Table 4 again demonstrate that our model could achieve higher accuracy than the rest baselines on all transfer tasks. Compared with JAN, our average performance exceeds 1.3%.
The DART model outperforms all previous methods and sets new prediction records on most tasks, indicating its superiority of both effectiveness and robustness. DART is different from previous methods, since it adapts the joint distribution of high-level features and labels instead of marginal distributions as those in DAN, RTN and DANN, and learns the perturbation function between the label classifiers. These modifications can be the key to the improvement of the prediction performance. Table 3 : Classification accuracy (%) on Office-31 dataset for unsupervised domain adaptation. DART-c denotes the DART network without joint distribution alignment, and DART-s denotes the DART network without label classifier perturbation. Results of the competitive methods are copied from the original literature. Table 4 : Classification accuracy (%) on ImageCLEF dataset for unsupervised domain adaptation. Results of the competitive methods are copied from the original literature. 
Results Analysis
Predictions Visualization: To further visualize our results, we embed the label predictions of DANN and DART using t-SNE [Donahue et al., 2014] on the example task A → W, and the results are shown in Figure 4 (a)-4(d) respectively. The embeddings of DART show larger margin than those of DANN, indicating better classification performance of the target classifier of DART. Now it can be observed that the adaptation of joint distribution of features and labels is an effective approach to unsupervised domain adaptation and the modelling of the perturbation between label classifiers is a reasonable extension to previous deep feature adaptation methods. 
Distribution Discrepancy:
We use A-distance [Ben-David et al., 2009 , Mansour et al., 2009 as an alternative measurement to visualize the joint discrepancy attained by DANN and DART. A-distance is defined as d A = 2(1 − 2 ), where is a generalization error on some binary problems. A-distance could bound the target risk when source risk is limited, i.e.,
represents the target risk, and Convergence Performance: To demonstrate the robustness and stability of DART, we visualize the convergence performance of our model in Figure 5 (b) on two example tasks: A → W and W → D. Test error of two tasks converges fast in the early 8000 steps and stabilizes in the remaining training process, which testifies the effectiveness and stability of our model.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis:
We testify the sensitivity of our model to parameters α and β, i.e. the hyper-parameters for label-classification loss and domain cross-entropy loss. As an illustration, we use task A → W to report the transfer accuracy of DART with different choice of α and β. Figure 5 (c) reports the accuracy of varying α ∈ {0.0, 0.2, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0} while fixing β = 1.0. We observe that DART achieves the best performance when α is set from [0.2,0.6], although there is a vibration when α = 0.4. The vibration may be caused by the small number of samples. As for β, the best accuracy can be obtained when setting β from [0.5, 1.5], illustrating a bell-shaped curve as showed in Figure 5 (d). Classifier Perturbation DDC MMD Marginal no DAN [Long et al., 2015] MMD Marginal no DANN [Ganin et al., 2016] Domain Adversarial Loss Marginal no DSN [Bousmalis et al., 2016] MMD/Domain Adversarial Loss Marginal no UNIT [Liu et al., 2017] GAN Marginal no CoGAN [Liu and Tuzel, 2016] GAN Marginal no DTN [Taigman et al., 2016] GAN Marginal no pixelDA [Bousmalis et al., 2017] GAN Marginal no RTN [Long et al., 2016] MMD Marginal yes JDA [Long et al., 2013] MMD Joint no JAN [Long et al., 2017] JMMD Joint no DART(proposed) Domain Adversarial Loss Joint yes
Related work
Unsupervised domain adaptation based on deep learning architectures can bridge different domains or tasks and mitigate the burden of manual labeling. The goal of domain adaptation is to reduce the domain discrepancy measured in various probability distributions of different domains. In the following, we review different deep domain adaptions methods from three perspectives: (1) domain discrepancy measures; (2) distributions used to measure the discrepancy; (3) differences between label classifiers of both domains.
In unsupervised domain adaptation, most methods try to learn domain-invariant features, such as DDC , DAN [Long et al., 2015] , DANN [Ganin et al., 2016] , Conditional Adversarial Domain Adaptation [Long et al., 2018] , etc. That means p(G s (x t )) ≈ p(G t (x s )). Recent approaches assume that both the source domain and the target domain should share a joint distribution of both features and labels. That means the joint distributions of extracted features and labels are shared, i.e, p(
. Such work include JDA [Long et al., 2013] and JAN [Long et al., 2017] . Our work follows the idea of JDA to model the joint distribution, and use the Kronecker project to generate feature and label maps.
In terms of measuring the distribution alignment between the source domain and the target domain, most of previous methods have utilized probabilistic measures, such as the Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) and [Gretton et al., 2006] , the correlation alignment [Sun and Saenko, 2016] . DDC and DAN [Long et al., 2015] minimizes the discrepancy such that a representation that is both semantically meaningful and domain-invariant can be learned. Recent methods have utilized the idea of adversarial learning to implicitly measure the distribution alignment between the source domain and the target domain. Among these methods, UNIT [Liu et al., 2017] and CoGAN [Liu and Tuzel, 2016] adopt GANs in their architectures to generate domain translated images and evaluate whether the translated images are realistic for each domain; while DTN [Taigman et al., 2016] and pixelDA [Bousmalis et al., 2017] map data in the source domain to the target domain by a generator. DANN [Ganin et al., 2016] introduces a domain classifier borrowing the idea from adversarial training to help learn transferable features. The proposed DART follows the idea of DANN to discriminate features from the source domain and the target domain.
In terms of the relation between the source classifier and the target classifier, previous unsupervised domain adaptation methods mostly assume that the same conditional distribution is shared between the target domain and the source domain, i.e., p(y t |x t ) = p(y s |x s ). Different from this category of approaches, the second category relaxes the rather strong assumption. Instead, it considers a more general scenario in practical applications and assumes that the source classifier and the target classifier differ by a small perturbation function. RTN [Long et al., 2016] learns an adaptive classifier by adding residual modules into the source label classifier, fusing the features from multiple layers with a Kronecker product, and then minimizing its discrepancy.
Taking the advantages of successful unsupervised domain adaptation methods, we design our DART by introducing perturbation to the source classifier and the target classifier to increase flexibility, measuring the joint distributions of features and labels, and introducing the domain adversarial loss to discriminate two domains.
Conclusion
This paper presents a novel approach to the unsupervised domain adaptation in deep networks, which enables the end-to-end learning of adaptive classifiers and transferable features. Unlike previous methods that match the marginal distributions of features across different domains, the proposed approach reduces the discrepancy of domains using the joint distribution of both high-level features and labels. In addition, the proposed approach also learns the perturbation function across the label classifiers via the residual modules, bridging the source classifier and target classifier together to produce more robust outputs. The approach can be trained by standard back-propagation, which is scalable and can be implemented by most deep learning packages. We conduct extensive experiments on several benchmark datasets, validating the effectiveness and robustness of our model. Future work constitutes semi-supervised domain adaptation extensions.
